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Abstract: This paper presents a network-based procedure for selecting representative materials using routings of materials as features and applies this procedure to a sheet metal processing case study which is used for parameterizing discrete event simulation models for PPC control. The discrete event simulation model (simgen) is a generic and scalable model that is commonly used to deal with optimization problems in production planning and control, such as manufacturing resource planning. The preparatory steps of discrete event simulations for production planning and control are data preprocessing, parameterization, and experimental design. Given the complexity of the manufacturing environment, discrete event simulation models must incorporate appropriate model details for parameterization and a practical approach to experimental design to ensure efficient execution of simulation models in a reasonable time. The parameterization for discrete event simulation is not trivial; it requires optimizing parameter settings for different materials dependent on routing, bill of materials complexity, and other production process-related features. For a suitable parameterization that completes the execution of discrete event simulation in an expected time, we must reduce variant diversity to an optimized level that removes redundant materials and reflects the validity of the overall production scenario. We employ a network based approach by constructing a bipartite graph and Jaccard-index measure with an overlap threshold to group similar materials using routing features and identify representative materials and manufacturing subnetworks, thus reducing the complexity of products and manufacturing routes.

1 INTRODUCTION

A competitive and changeable market scenario, customized-, personalized-, large volume-production, and complexity of the production environment present various challenges for production systems’ efficiency, performance, and customer satisfaction. Therefore, a production company must formulate a production plan, optimize orders, and deliver in a planned way to the expected time frame, maintaining the quality and cost. In this regard, production planning and control (PPC) activities play an important role in managing production-related problems due to the production complexities driven by changing market scenarios, and allows manufacturers to monitor and control the whole process efficiently. PPC strategies ensure that materials, assembly parts, and other resources for different production phases are provided in the right quantity, at the correct time and location. Therefore such strategies optimize resource availability at a reasonable cost in accordance with production requirements. In such scenarios, the main objectives of PPC are to minimize idle time for machines and other resources, minimize bottlenecks in routing, optimize run times and set up times, minimize inventory cost, keeping inventory levels low, and maximize customer satisfaction by ensuring to meet production-related commitments regarding product quality, quantity, and well-timed delivery. The major challenges in PPC are to reduce work in progress, minimize shop floor throughput times and lead times, lower stockholding costs, improve responsiveness to changes in demand, and improve delivery date adherence (Stevenson* et al., 2005; Tseng and Radke, 2011).

PPC activities should be investigated systematically, and for this purpose various modeling methods are used; the main methods are conceptual models, analytical models, AI models, and simulation models. Among these methods, simulation models are considered the most suitable for PPC because they can be practically implemented, can consider uncertainties,
and can be adapted to complex manufacturing scenarios. Three common simulation methods for PPC are discrete event simulation (DES), system dynamics simulation, and agent-based simulation.

DES is applicable to a wide range of PPC problems (Jeon and Kim, 2016), and one example of a discrete-event simulation model is simgen, a generic and scalable simulation model that is commonly used to deal with optimization problems in PPC (Altendorfer et al., 2016; Hübl et al., 2011; Kronberger et al., 2006). Simgen can be used for any production structure and uses a hierarchical production planning concept divided into the following three levels:

- Long-term. Capacity investment decisions, resource planning, and aggregate production planning.
- Medium-term. Includes shift model, overtime, PPC methods such as material requirement planning (MRP) and constant work in progress (CON-WIP), and production system structures such as flow shop and job shop.
- Short-term. Includes various day-to-day operational planning details such as dispatching rules.

An advantage of the simgen model is its practical application due to its input parameters. The input parameters selected from Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system data are processed and stored in a database. These sets of parameters are known as master data parameters. The main master data parameters are the bill of materials (BOM), routing sequence of materials, qualification matrix, production planning parameters for each item, shift calendars, skill groups, total available employees, production program, expected forecasts of the final items, the customer’s demand in terms of order size, and the customer’s expected lead time. The combined BOM and material routing table (named as WS Master) contains three attribute types:

- Parent. Parents can have one or more child items. End products are always parents, and product sub-assemblies can be a parent or child.
- Child. These are material variants and product sub-assemblies required to build a parent item.
- Machine/workstation group. The machines (assigned machine IDs) or groups of employees working at the workstations (assigned workstation IDs) where items are assembled or produced.

In simgen, transaction data are employed for another set of parameters that characterize probability distributions and the corresponding parameter estimations. The estimated distributions’ parameters are used to randomly initialize processing, setup, sales data variables, repair time, delivery time, and production planning variables. The parameter selections and experimental design are then applied to discrete event simulations for various PPC scenarios.

The PPC simulation parameterization follows three steps:

- Creation of a production structure from master data;
- Generation of various random variables for processing time, set-up-time, mean time to repair, mean time between failures, customer demand, sales details, and lead time (customer required, replenishment, delivery), performed by characterizing probability distributions and their parameters based on transaction data;
- Experimental design, by varying different combinations of parameters to match the optimization problem’s objectives.

The discrete event simulation results are compared and validated with previous years’ real-world business results, for example, previous years’ real-world inventory, work in progress, and service level data for a manufacturing company. Further, the results are evaluated by business experts for managerial insights related to various production scenarios.

One of the challenges in discrete event simulation using simgen is the computational time complexity, because there may be a large number of product variants, but similar characteristics, if modeled in combination with heuristic optimization methods, can lead to long execution times without generating useful results.

In realistic production scenarios, a large number of variants with similar features (BOM, routing) may add inappropriate model details and cause a simulation model to take a long time to optimize PPC tasks. Therefore, we must reduce the numbers of materials and resources to reasonable numbers of groups, which is done by finding representative materials and resources for various similar or redundant routing sequences from the routing data obtained from the ERP database. The preliminary steps are thus data and parameter selection. These preparatory steps for master data and transaction data for various parameter settings used by simgen are not trivial tasks; expert insight is required for data prepossessing and selecting BOM data, representative materials, other relevant parameters, and experimental designs. The most straightforward approach to selecting representative materials in order to reduce high variant diversity is to apply unsupervised learning to group materials with similar features. We apply a graph-based community
detection and path-overlap approach by creating a bipartite graph representing material and routing relationships to group materials with similar features.

This study applies a data-mining approach entailing graph-based community detection by constructing a bipartite graph and Jaccard index measure with an overlap threshold to group similar materials together using routing features that identify the unique routing of materials, identifying representative material and manufacturing subnetworks, thus reducing the complexity of products and manufacturing routes.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, related work on unsupervised learning methods for grouping product processes in industrial manufacturing is discussed. Section 3 discusses a framework for detecting representative materials with the construction of a bipartite graph, routing features, and community detection algorithms. Section 4 presents a case study using sheet metal processing data. The final section concludes the paper.

2 RELATED WORK

Clustering or grouping methods applied in industrial scenarios seek to manage complexities by grouping many entities with similar features into smaller subsets, thus reducing complexity and enabling several production and planning-related decisions to be made with higher competence. Various types of similarity and distance-based methods can be applied, according to the features of products, customer segmentation, tools, parts, and operations, in order to cluster them for purposes of production planning, resource sharing, tooling, anomaly detection, customer service support, and operation management. Jiao et al. (2005) proposes a method to develop a product-process variety grid by integrating BOM data and routing information. The product-process variety grid allows configuration of product design in terms of BOM and production process for a customer order. The integration of product and process information also allows the grouping of similar variants for various purposes in industrial manufacturing (Choudhary et al., 2009; Lin et al., 2017; Dogan and Birant, 2020; Li et al., 2019).

References (Maccharoloi and Riemma, 1996; Maccharoloi and Riemma, 1994) discuss clustering methods to group operations that are shared by different parts on different machines. In a flexible manufacturing process, each part requires a set of tools for performing operations that are shared by other distinct parts. For a part to be processed on the same machine, tool exchange should be minimized, which lowers the tools’ unavailability for parts. Clustering aims to identify the group of part programs that require the same tools. A clustering that identifies the same set of operations allows effective production planning and reduces manufacturing cost and time. Shabaka and ElMaraghy (Shabaka and ElMaraghy, 2007) perform clustering to group operation sequences that are to be executed on the same set of machines. Hochdörffer et al. (Hochdörffer et al., 2017) propose clustering methods for product variety management to reduce planning complexity when designing production networks. References (Romanowski and Nagi, 2005; Chowdhury and Nayak, 2013) use a network-based approach to estimate a symmetric difference metric between unordered BOM trees where for the same components and parts, the structure for different BOM trees differs. The distance between BOM trees is used to calculate a distance measure for clustering similar BOM trees. (Chowdhury and Nayak, 2014) uses an augmented adjacency matrix of BOM data to compute a cosine similarity measure for grouping similar products. Strasser et al. (Strasser and Peirleitner, 2017) use cosine similarity for clustering materials into different groups in order to identify representative materials. However, the approach does not consider routing paths and assumes that the workstation orders are the same. Several studies (Bianchesi et al., 2019; Aksoy et al., 2017; Dao et al., 2020) evaluate various clustering, complex-network, and bipartite-network community evaluation methods, using benchmark data that provide a general understanding to enable different clustering and community detection algorithms to be applied effectively. The present study applies a network-based approach to determine the representative materials and set of workstation networks used for routing different groups of materials. The graph-based approach has some advantages over standard similarity measures and clustering. First, our data are sparse in nature because the data contain < 0.02% non-zero entries of a $m \times n$ data matrix where $m$ and $n$ represent materials and routing features respectively. Thus, a graph provides a simplified way of processing the data for visualization, exploration, and non-euclidean domain analysis. Additionally, the representation by graph allows us to analyze various complex characteristics of the networks such as neighbors, paths, communities, node importance (page rank), and various local and global measures. Various community detection algorithms are also used to reduce the computational complexity when applying community detection methods. Various network-based studies have proven such algorithms' usefulness for optimizing maintenance schedules, work-in-progress
buffer extensions, flow controls, process planning, and resource allocation in workstation/manufacturing/production system networks (Yang et al., 2010; Becker et al., 2011; Becker et al., 2014; Chen et al., 2018). The objective of the analysis is to reduce many materials into different groups that follow significantly different routings and identify subcommunities used to obtain a reduced number of materials that represent a manageable variant diversity for simulation modeling. Additionally, we wish to develop an approach that can be used as a quick and efficient means of identifying communities in data represented in various networks for visual exploration and analysis by domain experts.

3 METHODS

Before discussing community detection and group selection for representative materials, we define the workstation network and bipartite network.

Workstation Network: For the workstation network, we first construct a directed path graph, $G_{m_p} = (V_{m_p}, E_{m_p})$, of the routing sequence of each material. The vertex set of each material $m_p$ is a set of workstations, $V_{m_p} = \{v_1, v_2, v_3, \ldots, v_n\}$, and edges, $E_{m_p} = \{e_1, \ldots, e_{n-1}\}$, show routing, where $e_i = (v_k, v_{k+1})$ for every $1 \leq i \leq (n-1)$. The final network is constructed as follows: $G_{ws} = G_{m_1} \cup G_{m_2} \cdots \cup G_{m_p}$.

Routing Features: We use the edges of workstation network, $G_{fr}$, as routing features to construct bi-partite graph given below.

Construction of Bipartite-graph: Suppose we have a set of work stations, $V = \{v_1, v_2, v_3, \ldots, v_n\}$, and material-set, $M = \{m_1, m_2, \ldots, m_k\}$ of $|M|$ materials. Let $G_{m_p} = (V_{m_p}, E_{m_p})$, a directed path graph of the routing sequence of material $m_p$. $E_{m_p}$ is the edge-set, where, $E_{m_p} = \{e_1, \ldots, e_n\}$ and $e_i = (v_k, v_{k+1})$. We use $G_{fr}$ as a routing feature set, and construct a bipartite-graph, $G = (M, W'_{fr}, E_{m,ws})$: an edge, $e_a \in E_{m,ws}$, is drawn between $m_p \in M$ and $w'_q \in W'_{fr}$, if $w'_q \in E(G_{m_p})$, where $G_{m_p}$ is the path graph for material $m_p$. To avoid confusion we use $W'_{fr}$ as a vertex set which uniquely labels edges of graph $G_{ws}$ as a routing feature.

3.1 Community Detection

In graphs, communities are subsets of nodes of a graph that are connected strongly (high edge density) compared to the other nodes of the graph. Various algorithms including graph clustering algorithms are used to detect communities in various types of network (Pesantez-Cabrera and Kalyanaraman, 2017; Tripathi et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2019; Han et al., 2017). Community detection algorithms identify communities by partitioning vertices in a manner that maximizes the modularity of the network. Modularity measures for bipartite graphs include Newman’s (Newman, 2006), Barbers’ (Barber, 2007), and Murata’s modularity (Murata, 2009). Our analysis uses three community detection algorithms: LP-BRIM, LP-AB+ and biLouvain community detection algorithms, applied for weighted, unweighted, and bipartite graphs. The main purpose of selecting three algorithms is that these algorithms are applicable for community detection in large bipartite graphs (Pesantez-Cabrera and Kalyanaraman, 2017) efficiently. The second purpose is to compare the communities that each algorithm identifies and the time complexity of detecting communities in the networks. The third purpose is to select an algorithm that can perform faster for large bipartite graphs for interactive visual exploration of bipartite graphs. Below we provide brief overviews of the selected algorithms.

3.1.1 LP-BRIM

LP-BRIM (Liu and Murata, 2010) is a combination of the label propagation (LP) algorithm and BRIM (bipartite recursively induced modules) algorithm for large bipartite graphs. In the first step, the LP algorithm provides an initial partition of the bipartite graph, and in the second step, the partition is refined by the BRIM algorithm using Barber’s modularity.

LP is divided into following steps:

1. Let $G = (U, V, E)$ be a bipartite graph.
2. Assign unique labels to nodes in $U$.
3. Propagate labels from $U$ to $V$ and vice versa, until modularity increases.
4. Label each node with the label with highest number in its neighbourhood.
5. Divide $U$ and $V$ into, $C = \{C_1, C_2, \ldots, C_k\}$, $k$, communities.

BRIM is divided into following steps:

1. Let $S = [R_{U\cap V\mid C}, T_{V\cap (U\cup C)}]^T$, where $S$ is an index matrix which denotes the values of $U$ and $V$ belonging to particular partitions of $C$. Let $N$ denote total iterations.
2. Calculate Barber’s modularity using partition matrix $S$ acquired from LP.
3. Use the partition of $R$ vertices and induce a new partition of $T$. 
4. Calculate Barber’s modularity with the new partition and compare with step 2; if the modularity is higher, update the partition C.

5. Repeat until \( N \) iterations.

**Barber’s Modularity** is calculated as follows: The adjacency matrix for the bipartite graph of block-off diagonal is defined as:

\[
A = \begin{bmatrix}
0_{|U|\times|U|} & \tilde{A}_{|U|\times|V|} \\
\tilde{A}^T_{|V|\times|U|} & 0_{|V|\times|V|}
\end{bmatrix},
\]

Let \( P \) define the probability matrix of randomly connected vertices \( U \) and \( V \):

\[
P = \begin{bmatrix}
0_{|U|\times|U|} & \tilde{P}_{|U|\times|V|} \\
\tilde{P}^T_{|V|\times|U|} & 0_{|V|\times|V|}
\end{bmatrix},
\]

where \( \tilde{P}_{ij} = \frac{k_{i\in U}k_{j\in V}}{|E|} \), \( k_i \) is the degree of the \( i^{th} \) node.

Barbers’ modularity for a bipartite graph is:

\[
Q = \frac{1}{|E|} \sum_{i=1}^{|U|} \sum_{j=1}^{|V|} \tilde{P}_{ij} \delta(c_i, c_j),
\]

where \( \tilde{B} = \tilde{A} - \tilde{P} \), \( C_i, C_j \) are the communities of \( i^{th} \) and \( j^{th} \) nodes where \( i \in U \) and \( j \in V \).

### 3.1.2 LP\textsubscript{Abw+}

The LP\textsubscript{Abw+} algorithm (Beckett, 2016) follows two steps to perform community detection. The first step is the bottom-up approach using the LP method by asynchronous updating of labels that maximize modularity locally of the bipartite graph, as described in Section 3.1.1.

The second step is the top-down approach where two communities \( C_a \) and \( C_b \), both of which consist of \( U \) and \( V \) labels, are merged if the Barbers’ modularity statistic is highest when comparing \( C_a \) and \( C_b \) with all other communities. This merging step is repeated between all communities if the resulting modularity is improved.

### 3.1.3 BiLouvain

This algorithm provides a faster implementation of community detection for bipartite graphs (Pesántez-Cabrera and Kalyanaraman, 2017) using the following steps:

1. Let \( G = (U, V, E, w) \) be a bipartite graph, assign nodes in \( U \) and \( V \) with \( n_1 \) and \( n_2 \) community labels, i.e., \( n_1 = |U| \) and \( n_2 = |V| \), and calculate initial modularity.

2. For each \( n_i \in U \) and \( v_j \in V \), for each node \( (U \cup V) \), find candidate communities for which merging the node into that community would result in a modularity gain.

3. From the candidate communities, select a community that maximizes the modularity gain and exceeds a defined threshold.

4. Perform a graph compaction, i.e., generate a new graph, \( G' = (U', V', E', w') \), where \( U', V' \) are vertices that are created by collapsing vertices in the same community, and edges \( E' \) between communities are generated by collapsing edges connecting two communities \( c_i(U) \) and \( c_j(V) \). Edge weight \( w' \) is the sum of total edges between communities \( c_i(U) \) and \( c_j(V) \).

5. Repeat from step 1 for \( G' \).

### 3.2 Jaccard Index

The shared routing features of material \( m_a \) and \( m_b \), using a Jaccard index (Jaccard, 1901), are calculated as follows:

\[
J(m_a, m_b) = \frac{|W'(m_a) \cap W'(m_b)|}{|W'(m_a) \cup W'(m_b)|}.
\]

Here, \( W'(m_a), W'(m_b) \subset W' \), provide a set of routing features of materials \( m_a \) and \( m_b \) from the directed path-graphs, \( G_{m_a} \) and \( G_{m_b} \).

### 3.3 Representative Material Selection

The idea of using representative materials is to reduce a large set of materials into a smaller subset of representative materials with similar production characteristics and reflecting the overall routing of workstation networks similar to the complete workstation network \( G_{ws} \). A simple approach to representative material selection is to apply unsupervised learning or community detection algorithms, using routing as features to group similar materials. The representative material selection approach is divided into five main steps.

The first step is to construct workstation networks and use edges of the workstation networks as routing features. The second step is to construct a bipartite graph that connects each material \( m \) to the routing features \( e_j \) if the material \( m \) is processed between the workstations represented as an edge feature, \( e_j \). The third step is to identify communities in bipartite graphs that provide different groups of materials and workstation subnetworks. Each subnetwork and the related materials in the group describe a load of materials in different subnetworks. The identified communities also allow us to identify different end-items and their allocation in different subnetworks; the communities of subnetworks can be utilized to restructure the workstation routing for different materials. The fourth step is to identify path-overlaps of materials within
the groups identified by community detection algorithms and further identify subgroups with path overlaps larger than the defined threshold ($\alpha$). The different subgroups can be optimized based on the selection of $\alpha$, which identifies overlaps between routing of two materials of a group. The fifth step is to map groups of materials used for manufacturing end items and select a representative material from each group. A schematic diagram is shown in Figure 1. The algorithmic implementation of the approach is shown in Algorithm 1. The advantage of this approach is that it explores materials, workstation subnetworks, and path-overlap faster than the traditional approach of clustering. The approach can produce representative materials based on the routing of the materials and can generate several simulation scenarios for workstation subnetworks. Additionally, routing in the workstation-subnetworks can be rearranged and reassigned to different materials for efficient processing for future manufacturing and can be used for discrete event simulation purposes.

With this approach, a domain expert can utilize network-based approaches to visualize and explore the workstation network for routing various materials and can select individual materials as representative materials with other relevant details useful for PPC optimization.

4 CASE STUDY

4.1 Data

Our analysis uses real-world manufacturing data from a sheet metal processing operation. First, we export data from the ERP system relating to BOM, routing data with processing time at each workstation, and other production planning parameters required for the discrete event simulation. The BOM data contain material IDs (unique), sub-assembly IDs, and the end products and lot size policy for each material. Lot size policies can be fixed order period (FOP), fixed order quantity (FOQ), or consumption-based (CB).

The routing data contain material IDs, workstation IDs (unique), expected time spent at the corresponding workstation, and operation sequence numbers defined by integer values. Individual material IDs have multiple rows in the routing data with different sequence numbers, representing the complete routing sequence of the material.

The BOM data and routing sequence data are integrated by joining both tables using the material ID as the primary key. The joined table is called a master table; an example master table is shown in Table 1.
After the data preprocessing steps, we constructed a workstation network and bipartite network. The workstation network $G_w$, contains 127 vertices and 657 edges shown in Figure 3 (A). Thus we have 657 routing features for constructing the bipartite graph $G$, which has vertices based on $|M| = 29,612$ (materials) and $|W_{fr}| = 657$ (routing) features. The three bipartite graph algorithms were applied for obtaining modules in the bipartite network. The results are shown in Table 2. The high modularities estimated by all three algorithms show the presence of communities, which do not overlap significantly with each other, implying that we can divide groups of materials and workstation features into relatively independent sets (communities). One example is shown in Figure 3(B). The figure show subnetworks of three communities which are obtained from the routing features in three different communities from total of 76 communities identified by the biLouvain algorithm. The communities are highlighted in different colors, denoting different subnetworks of workstations constructed by selecting routing features grouped in three different communities of the bipartite graph. The total number of materials processed in each of the three communities are 2, 219, 135, and 10 materials. Among the three algorithms used, the biLouvain algorithm performs best; its execution is faster and achieves higher modularity than the other two algorithms. We next computed the normalized mutual information (NMI) (Danon et al., 2005) between communities obtained by the three bipartite algorithms, to examine the differences in the sets of communities obtained. We compute NMI for both types of vertices ($M$ (materials) and $W_{fr}$ (routing features)) of the bipartite graph. The results are shown in Table 3. The high NMI values between all algorithms show that the detected communities exhibit significant similarity for both types of vertices; however, they are not entirely the same because the number of detected communities and modularity measures are not equal. This method may yield different results for subcommunity analysis. However, given the performance information for the community detection

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>End item</th>
<th>Subassembly ID</th>
<th>Material ID</th>
<th>Workstation</th>
<th>Process ID</th>
<th>Lot size policy</th>
<th>Standard time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>SA1</td>
<td>M00001</td>
<td>W1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>FOP1</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>SA1</td>
<td>M00001</td>
<td>W2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>FOP1</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>SA1</td>
<td>M00001</td>
<td>W3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>FOP1</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>SA1</td>
<td>M00002</td>
<td>W1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>FOP2</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>SA1</td>
<td>M00002</td>
<td>W4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>FOP2</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For representative material selection, different groups of materials are mapped to corresponding end items where the material of the end item resides and the prominent material is selected as the representative material for each end item.

4.2 Results

After the data preprocessing steps, we constructed a workstation network and bipartite network. The workstation network $G_w$, contains 127 vertices and 657 edges shown in Figure 3 (A). Thus we have 657 routing features for constructing the bipartite graph $G$, which has vertices based on $|M| = 29,612$ (materials) and $|W_{fr}| = 657$ (routing) features. The three bipartite graph algorithms were applied for obtaining modules in the bipartite network. The results are shown in Table 2. The high modularities estimated by all three algorithms show the presence of communities, which do not overlap significantly with each other, implying that we can divide groups of materials and workstation features into relatively independent sets (communities). One example is shown in Figure 3(B). The figure show subnetworks of three communities which are obtained from the routing features in three different communities from total of 76 communities identified by the biLouvain algorithm. The communities are highlighted in different colors, denoting different subnetworks of workstations constructed by selecting routing features grouped in three different communities of the bipartite graph. The total number of materials processed in each of the three communities are 2, 219, 135, and 10 materials. Among the three algorithms used, the biLouvain algorithm performs best; its execution is faster and achieves higher modularity than the other two algorithms. We next computed the normalized mutual information (NMI) (Danon et al., 2005) between communities obtained by the three bipartite algorithms, to examine the differences in the sets of communities obtained. We compute NMI for both types of vertices ($M$ (materials) and $W_{fr}$ (routing features)) of the bipartite graph. The results are shown in Table 3. The high NMI values between all algorithms show that the detected communities exhibit significant similarity for both types of vertices; however, they are not entirely the same because the number of detected communities and modularity measures are not equal. This method may yield different results for subcommunity analysis. However, given the performance information for the community detection
algorithms, the biLouvain algorithm performs better and faster than the other two; therefore, it can be applied for identifying communities of bipartite graphs constructed from materials and routing features of the large ERP data.

In the next step, after obtaining the communities, we applied the Jaccard index to detect sub-communities in each community based on routing path overlap. We use path overlap \( \alpha = 0.8 \), i.e., if two materials show an overlap in terms of Jaccard index \( \alpha \geq 0.80 \), they both belong to the same sub-community. We identified 1,077, 1,162, and 1,154 sub-communities using LP-BRIM, LPAwb+, and biLouvain algorithms, respectively. We select a single material from each sub-community for representative material selection, selecting that with the maximum average path-overlap value (Jaccard index). However, one could adopt another method for selecting the representative material from each sub-community based on the material’s prominence or other relevant features chosen based on domain understanding. The number of reduced materials is between 1,000 and 1,200, which is suitable for discrete event simulation with simgen for representative materials. The other advantage of this approach is that we can select each community, routing the community’s subnetwork and the corresponding end-items existing in the community for representative materials selection only from the community, using path overlap. We can generate required parameters from master data for each community for discrete event simulation and reduce the parameter space. The discrete event simulation for independent communities can be applied for simulation by selecting representative materials from a single community.

In the next step, we provide a comparative analysis by calculating graph edit distance (GED) (Bunke et al., 2007), we applied GED only for insertions and deletions of vertices and edges, between workstation network \( G_{ws} \) and workstation subnetwork of \( M_r \), representative materials \( G_{ws}(M_r) \subset G_{ws} \) from the subcommunities obtained from the communities identified by different community detection algorithms and randomly selected materials \( M_{random} \) from the data. In this approach we first select a set of representative materials, \( M_r = \{m_1, m_2, \ldots, m_n\} \), by randomly selecting a single material from each subcommunity and the corresponding routing features to create subnetworks, \( G_{ws}(M_r) \), of workstations as discussed in Section 3. Similarly we select materials randomly from the data and construct subnetworks, \( G_{ws}(M_{random}) \), where \( |M_r| = |M_{random}| \). We compute GED between \( G_{ws} \) and \( G_{ws}(M_r) \) and between \( G_{ws} \) and \( G_{ws}(M_{random}) \); the results are shown in Figure 4. The idea of representative material selection is to select representative materials from a large number of variants that follow similar production features (routing) and reflect an overall routing of the workstation network that is similar to the complete workstation network \( G_{ws} \), when \( GED(G_{ws}, G_{ws}(M_r)) \sim 0 \). The representative materials should be selected when \( \arg \min_{M_r} GED(G_{ws}, G_{ws}(M_r)) \). From the analysis, we see that the random selection does not converge to \( GED \sim 0 \) and is significantly higher than when the same number of materials are selected based on the three community detection algorithms.

## 5 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we applied a network-based approach to identify groups of similar materials, considering routing of materials as features of a manufacturing company. The paper’s main aim is to design an ef-
Table 2: Total communities, maximum size community, modularity, and execution time of different bi-partite graph algorithms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>LP-BRIM</th>
<th>LPAwb+</th>
<th>BiLouvain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total communities</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>329</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total subcommunities</td>
<td>1077</td>
<td>1162</td>
<td>1154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum size community</td>
<td>11235</td>
<td>8317</td>
<td>12081</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modularity</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time (minutes)</td>
<td>~40</td>
<td>~4320</td>
<td>&lt; 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Comparison of module detection algorithms between different algorithms, we measure NMI of communities for both set of vertices ($M_{W_{M}}$) between two algorithms for the bipartite graph.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithms</th>
<th>NMI of materials in modules ($M$)</th>
<th>NMI of workstation features in modules ($W_{W_{M}}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LP-BRIM, LPAwb+</td>
<td>0.810</td>
<td>0.708</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LP-BRIM, BiLouvain</td>
<td>0.790</td>
<td>0.709</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LPAwb+, BiLouvain</td>
<td>0.697</td>
<td>0.662</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The biLouvain community detection algorithm allows users to obtain the superior results faster than other methods. The community identification approach can also be used for ERP data exploration for similar products and independent workstation sub-networks by domain experts. Similarly, visual exploration can help identify loads in workstation networks and allow re-routing of various materials.

Given the complexity of the real-world manufacturing environments, a discrete event simulation method must consider various product features, variant diversity, BOM structures, and routing to estimate efficient PPC results. The network-based approach provides a useful and efficient solution for the modeling of real-world manufacturing problems.

In our future research, the proposed approach will be applied to different real-world manufacturing scenarios and will be compared to other heuristic approaches for representative material selection for larger datasets. We will also compare the results of discrete event simulations using representative materials of each community independently, and will further evaluate how discrete event simulation (simgen) performs using representative materials selected us-
getting routing information. We will also apply network-based approaches for ERP data exploration, representative material selection, and visual modeling using the interactive platform for discrete event simulation by using multilayer networks that integrate BOM structure complexity (BOM network) and work station network (routing) for selection of materials, routes, and resource allocation to understand the complexity of PPC challenges and prepare parameters efficiently with the collaborative effort of business experts from different industrial-production domains within a company.
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